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INTRODUCTION

Mew Kelore Mines own, in the Blind hiver Area, 
a property consisting of 18 mining claims, 17 of which are 
in one group on the northern chores of Lau t on Lake, north 
of the small settlement of Algoma Hills, while one claim 
lies at the eastern tip of the sane lake. The property is 
located within the belt of gently dipping Mlasissagi sedi 
ments at the base of which several major tabular shaped 
uranium deposits wore recently discovered on the properties 
of Pronto, Algom, Consolidated Dennison and Buckles.

The 17- claim group, now belonging to How Kelore, 
was first staked during the rush created by the discovery 
of Pronto. At the time the geological control of the ore 
deposition was unknown. Later, when it was realized that 
the major oro deposits in the Blind hivor Area seem to be 
confined to the lower contact of the Mississagi, the inter 
est in the claims described in this report waned as they 
are located about one mile southeast from the contact. In
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m airborne s ointilloeiet er survey j ?^March, 1954, the results of an airborne scintillometer 
wade privately by the Pronto interests and filed aa assess 
ment work with the Ontario Department Of Mines, became public* 
Thia survey indicated a strong radioactive anomaly on the 
claims now belonging to Mew Kelore* c :

The results of the airborne survey were extremely ! 
important as they suggested the possibility of the presence 
of a uranium deposit on the Mew Kelore property* In a report 't 
dated October 25th, 1954, prepared by T.Koulonsine, it waa 
pointed out that the existence of a atrong radioactive 
anomaly in an area underlain by the upper beds of the Missis- 
sagi quartftites could be explained!

1) Either by radioactive emanations rising through 
cracks In the aedimenta from the conglomerates 
located near the bottom contact of the Mississagi. 
On other properties in Blind River all the ore has 
been found in such conglomerates.

2) Or by lenses of radioactive mineral-bearing
quartftites lying near surface* The existence of 
such lenses would be new in the Blind River Area*

The main object of the present survey was to accurate 
ly outline on the ground the radioactive anomalies. It was 
hoped that the study of their shape and attitude would help 
solve the problem of their origin. This solution is necessary 
to properly guide the diamond drilling in its search for ore.

i

OKHKHAL OBOLOQY

The general geology of the area appears on the Oeo- 
logloal Map No.1970, entitled "Blind River11 and attached to 
Menoire 143, "North Shore of Lake Huron 11 , by W.H.Collins, 
issued by the Geological Survey of Canada. This map is on a 
Bcale of 2 miles to the inch und, therefore, of a reconnais 
sance nature. Excellent air photographs HOB. 49-4610-857-34 
and 55, obtainable from the Forest Inventory Branch of the 
Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, give a stereoscopic 
coverage of the ground.

The New Kelore claims are underlain by the upper 
members of the Kissisaagi quartzite formation. There seem to 
be no outcrops of radioactive conglomerates within the 
property boundaries. The quartsitos are intruded by a diabase 
sill about 500 feet thick. According to estimates based on 
the results of ths diamond drilling performed on the
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neighboring property, to th* northaatt of Haw Kelora* it 
can bv concluded that tha lower contact of the Hiaaiaaagi 
thould be encountered on the New tCelora hnldinga at depth* 
ranging from 1,000 to 1,800 feet*
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All the reaulta of the survey are gathered on a - 
200-foot -to-tho-lnoh map attached herewith*. The are ae where 
radioactive anomaliea have been encountered were eubjeoted 
to a considerable number of detail meaaurementa which are 
ehown on the same map aa Inserts drawn at a scale of loo ft* 
to the inch*

The survey was perfomed with a Canadian Aviation 
Electronics scintillometer, model 963, serial D 818* The 
results are expressed in counts per second. The line cutting 
was dona between January 6th and 21st, 1965} a total of 
16.5 miles of lines was out. The survey measurements were 
executed between January 22nd and 30th* A total of 1611 
ordinary measurement stations was occupied and supplemented 
with 493 additional detail stations.

The survey covered the mainland portion of the 
southern part of the 17-olalm group an well as the southern 
ground section of the isolated claim llo* SSM-86,ttl4, lojoated 
at the eastern tip of Lau r on Lake, in Long Township* A total 
of 263.1 acres was surveyed.

The survey failed to outline any radioactive 
anomalies on the isolated claim SSM-25,814. As interesting 
radioactivity has been reported on this claim by a reliable 
mining engineer, we are inclined to conclude that the 
anomalies present are spotty and so small that they were 
missed by the regular network of lines 160 feet apart* We 
suggest that this claim be reexamlned in the spring, prefer 
ably under the guidance of its previous owners.

On the 17-olain gruup the survey was instrumental 
In the outlining of B sharp radioactive anomalies of moderate 
Intensity, marked on our map as Anomalies R-l to R-VIII in 
clusive. The strongest readings were obtained on Anomaly 
R-I1 where 600 counts per second were registered on two 
adjacent stations 5 feet apart, while tho most interesting 
anomaly seems to be R-V whore strong radioactivity was 
resist orod over Q length of more than 400 feet,
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S?;The average of non-anomalous readings of the
survey has been calculated M 22.1 count per aeound. Therefor e j? /y 
readings of 600 counts Bjust be considered as representing - -,^-'' 
over 20 tines the background count of the area* .-. ; ;'^H'

A careful atudy of the results made by averaging v;;/' 
readings over areas of about 6fi acres indicated that there ara v" 
three aones within the surveyed area, narked on the nap aa 
cones A^| A2 ; A*, where the background ia slightly higher than ; 
over the rest of the property* :

In view of the fact that our work was dona in winter, 
with several feet of snow covering the ground, it was in* , 
possible for us to properly correlate the anoaalies outlined 
with the nature of the rook outcrops. The problem of the exact 
cause of radioactivity is still unsolved and work of geological 
nature, such as rook trenching, shallow drilling and ssmpllng, 
will bo necessary before a satisfactory conclusion can be 
reached as to whether the anomalies are caused by shallow 
lenses of radioactive quartzite or by emanations rising along 
oraoks from deep-seated radioactive materials. The northeast- 
southwest strike of the highest readings obtained over 
Anomaly H-I1 would suggest that the latter interpretation is 
correct.

RECOaM&NDATlOHa

We recommend that as soon as the snow is gone, some 
time in April, a crew of 4 men, under the direction of an 
experienced prospector, be employed to open up by rook trench 
ing the eight sharp radioactive anomalies outlined by the 
survey. This work should be supplemented by at laast six 
200-foot drill holes, the recommended locations of which are 
shown on the attached map. In addition to a careful examination 
of the core and its testing with a geiger countor, it is 
suggested that the holes themselves be checked with a special 
drill hole geiger counter.

Concurrently with the rook trenching and shallow 
diamond drilling, the geology of the claims should be accurate 
ly mapped, particular attention being paid to numerous deter 
minations of the strikes and dips of the sediments, this being 
neceasary for an accurate estimation of the depth of the basal 
conglomerates. It will also be very important to accurately 
map the diabutte sill which outcrops in the northern part of the 
property. According to the drilling on the neighboring ground, 
this sill plunges south and can be expected to have digested 
certain acctionn of the favcrable contact.



le estimate that' the surfaoe rook trenohlng and 
geological nipping will oo*t from,|5,000.00 to |4,600.00, 
while the expense of putting down-the* reoouwended shallow 
drill holes nay amount to another fr4,000*00* the favorable 
location of the property and the presence of Interesting 
radioactive anomalies lead us to believe that the above ex 
penditure* are well warranted*

Deep drilling will definitely be necessary to in 
vestigate the o re-waking possibilities, of the all-important 
lower Mlssissagl oontaot which underlies the property at 
depth. However, as deep drilling is expensive - each hole 
nay coat from (4*000.00 to ^6,000.0O - it is imperative to 
gather a maximum of Information on the geology, etruoture 
and nature of the radioactive mineralisation before a deep* 
drilling campaign is started.
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l SUMMARY AND REOOMMgNDATIONS , ': ' ' 'v-'

4 The eight sharp radioactive anomalies found by the ̂  ": 

scintillometer survey appear to be due to the presence of 

lenses of radioactive, fine grained sediments along at least 

two stratigraphic horizons in the upper part of the Misslsaagl 

Quartzite formation. Some (probably a large amount) of y 

leaching and redistribution of radioactive minerals by near- 

surface ground*ater has occurred.

The bottom of the Mlssissagi Quartzite formation, 

tho horizon of all the ore bodies so far found in the dis 

trict, is likely to lie between 1,500 and 2,;;00 feet deep 

under the **ew ikolore property.

The south contact of the diabase plug is relatively 

steep, and the diabase should therefore not interfere with 

drilling in tho south or west portion of the property. It 

is possible, but not probable, that a dyke, up to 500 feet 

thick, may bo encountered.

Nine short drill holes are recommended to probe the 

upper radioactive horizons and the zones vertically below 

the anomalies for primary and possible secondary concentra 

tions of uranium. A topographic survey is recommended to 

permit more accurate prediction of depths to which the holes 

should bo drilled, arid to determine the locations of other 

outcrops of these horizona. Two deep drill holes are recom 

mended to probe tho regional favorable horizon at the base
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•physical wothoda such as tho Induced potential gradiont 

aethbd', in order to detect pyrite-bearing ore-beds In the 

surrounding area.
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*:.sThis report is the result of two weeks of 

(May la t to May 14th, 1955) on part of your property 7 

the surrounding area.

the property of NOW Kelore Mines Ltd* was staked ' : .,. , :
•' : ' \* ' - '- ' . *rt*

during the rush which followed the discovery of large bodies 

of radioactive conglomerate in the Blind River District of 

Ontario. An aerial scintillometer survey performed for 

Pronto Uranium Mines i-td., whose mine is about five miles 

east of your property, and submitted to the untario Department 

of Mines as proof of assessment work, disclosed a large 

and highly radioactive anomaly on the Mow Kelore property* 

On t he advice of **r. T. Koulomzine (October 25th, 1954) a 

ground scintillometer survey w us performed on this part of 

the property, and thie confirmed the presence bf radioacti 

vity and located eight sharp radioactive anomalies arid three 

areas of high background radioactivity. These aro described 

in the report and map of **r. Koulom?ine and Mr. Leo "roasard 

of Kp.rch 1st, 1955. It was felt that these anomalies might 

represent valuable concentrations of uranium and that, in 

any case, the regional radioactive conglomerate should be 

present at depth under the property, -"-n order to assess the 

anomalies and to decide on the ci os t effective and economical 

method of oxplorinfc for the underlying conglomerate, l was 

asked to map tho g oology of this part of tho property and to

m
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anomalous .areas and other areas.

TOPOORAPmC
'. ' - ' ' ' 'f' 

Some of the topographic features' are shown on the

aooompanying map on the s cal o of 200 ft* to the inch* 

The major features are long, uniform, southwest-facing 

slopes which roughly parallel the relatively flat-lying 

bedding of the sedimentary rooks and are therefore called 

dip slopes. Many of these slopes are terminated by steep 

hillsides or cliffs. Because tho d ip slopes are almost 

parallel to t he bedding, only a few beds are visible on 

any one outcrop area, out the cliffs which surround tue 

dip slopes show good cross sections through several bods* 

It is important to consider the topography in planning 

further exploration on your property.

QGOLGOY 

Regional Geology

The relevant geology of the Algoma-Blind Klver 

uranium district in fairly simple and well known. A 

complex assemblage of ancient rooks (Pre Huronian) was 

eroded and overlain by gravels, sands and muds, ).n early 

Huronian times. At or near the bottom Of this pile of 

sediment a aro the radioactive lenses on which all the 

uranium mines of the district are located. Those sedi-

•
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ments were compacted, gently folded, und slightly

taorphoaed to form the Mississagi Huarttltea of
^ .^V"^*?1*^** . **t'*vl x f *'* r*".^"**, ^ - ^ ' ^ . - . t

irl^ f o ra efl the .sedimentary rocka into open, eaat-weat 

Btrlklngt west-plunging anticline and syncline, and the 

Misaiaaagi Qwarjtzltea now outcrop in a roughly Z-ahaped 

strip-bVoauao of'thls. The north and south belts of thia 

Z dipped to the aouth; the middle belt dips north. The 

Pronto mine la located on the aouth belt. The Pronto ore 

ia radioactive conglomerate, (partzite, and grit, which 

occur here at the base of the Missisaagi sediments, Juat 

above the contact with the Pro turonian basement. The 

New Kelore property ia about five mllos weat of Pronto 

and about two miles southwest of the nearest outcrop of 

the contact. The gentle dip of the beds suggests that the 

contact should be found at about 2,500 ft. depth, at moat, 

below the surface of the Now Koloro property.

After the sediments hud been folded, they wore intruded 

by bodies of diabase, ono of which occupies much of the 

northern part of t^o New ^oloro property.

Local Geology

The Miusl&sa^i ^uartzites on the property can be divided 

into at least two general types on the basis of lithology 

and stratigraphic position. One type will be called the 

"arkose members", and the other the "greywacke members". 

In addition a younger dlabaso plug occurrs. The distribution

^:; te-':--"
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rocks Is shown

postulated extension in dopth is shown, on the seot 

Diabase i

This is a froshgroin medium grained foldspar^bearing rook* ' 

The black mineral appears to be augite. Mo olivine or 

quart?, is visible to the naked eye* The south contact, 

which is the only one examined, is chilled to a very fins 

grains d hard green basaltic rook over a width of a few 

feet. Locally a weak schistosity is present in the quart~ 

Bites within a few inches of this contact. The schistosity 

has the same attitude as tho contact. It is believod to 

be due to slight movement during the orystallzation o" the 

diabase, and not to the presence of any important faulting* 

Kany boulders of diabase noar lino 10 - 50 W. a few hundred 

feet north of tho shore of Lake Lauzon, aufcgsst that other 

diabase bodies may be present. These would be small since 

no outcrops were seen.

On the property of i3rewis fc White, your neighbor to 

the northeast, deep d rilling was undertaken to probe for 

the conglomerate at dopth. A thick layer of diabase was 

encountered and in some places it occupies the position 

where the conglomerate was expected, J-n order to avoid 

a similar occurranoe in the projected deep d rilling ut New 

Ke3ore, tho contact of tho diabase was studied to detent ine 

its dip in this section. In two small pits tho actual
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oontaot was seen to 
These were cho only two places in
junction of the two rook type* was observed. In t wo other 
places whore the oontaot was located within about one foot, 
the position on steep slopes shows that the oontaot dip* 
at least as steeply as 57O and 33O , respectively, to the 
southwest. Thus there appears to be no danger of encounter 
ing this largo body of diabase above the basement in any 
drilling of the southwest part of the property unless the 
contact flattens at depth. The flat-lying diabase body 
cut by tho Brow is ac White drill holes is a dyke which 
extends to the east from the larger plug. It is possible 
that the Junction between this dyke arid the main plug 
may Jlungo at a low angle to the west, in which case the 
dyke may appear at depth In the eastern part of the Now 
Koloro property. It is not likely to extend very far west. 
Greywacke members :

The groywacko-type aodircontB expoood on the New Kolore 

property correspond roughly to zones Al and A3 of relatively 
high background count, found in tho scintillometer survey. 
Many rook types are included under this heading, ranging 

from relatively pure quartzite through feldspathic quartzite, 
chloritic argillaceous quartzite, and greywacke to argillite. 
Feldspathic greywacke and argillite predominate. Most of 

tho bods are fine grained and medium to dark green or grey.
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.These are present in two distinct areas. The north 

east area underlies, and the southwest area overlies the 

•: greywacke members. Part of the northeast area corresponds 

with zone A2 of weak radioactivity, outlined by the 

scintillometer survey. The rooks are predominately light 

colored, white to pale pink and buff, with acme green in 

the southwest area, and arc f ine to medium grained. Kook 

typos ran t; o from pure quartzite to calcareous quartzite, 

feldspathic quartzite, and arkose, with subordinate amounts 

of greywacke and little argillite. Many of the beds of 

both areas are cross-bedded and some show evidence of 

soft-rock deformation and slumping.

Structure

The aodimontary rocks are ^ently folded and belong 

to the uouth limb of a wost-plun^intj open upright anti 

cline. Vhe strikers run^o from about K. to ^.30OK., with 

about S.50OE. aa the average. Dips average about 12O to 

15O southwest, with a rur^e from about 8O to 30 . Aa will 

be soon from t,he Inr^o map, thflre oro few sudden changes 

of attitude, except near the east boundary of the property, 

where a gentle south-plun^in^, anticlinal roll seems to be 

presunt in Hn aron of steeper than average dips. This 

may bo of economic significance, since a change, of attitude

•-fti
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based on topographic features and on the offset of the \ k 

diabase contact. It is probably of little or no economic ^ ; ; 

importance.

Depth to Basement --' :
: ' *'; - . . -' . ' ' . ."k'-VW

The drilling on the Brs*^*,'* White property,.has vrsaoned 

the favorable horizon at thi base of the ^issisagi 4uart?itVs 

in at least two holes. The results of their hole No* 4 are 

not available. The hole nw being dttLlYbdJ^ by Stan'ban, shown 

on the small map, was at a depth of 700 ft. on May 15th, 1955. 

and had not yet reached the basement. The southernmost hole 

on which Information is available is about 4,000 ft. east of 

your oast boundary. The depth to basement in this hole, 

shown as D. b W . No.3 on the small map, is about 950 ft., and 

the average dip between the two hoioa is 6&0 . Projecting 

the contact along the regional strike onto the Now Kelore 

property permits estimating the depth to basement at various 

places on your property. This has been done by using the 

dips observed at surface, ausuming that these dips apply 

also to the underlying rooks down to the bottom of the 

Mississagi Huartfcitos. This is only approximately true, 

nnd the results obtained are therefore approximate. They 

have boon Indicated by moans of contours on the small map 

enclosed herewith. Those contours show the depth below the

M.
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of Lake t-auaon. ,The possible errors ;ir
X/'V ' ' ' ' ' - - ' ' . " - - ' - . - " - ' -

.vlationa for these contours are as follows if-

Due to elevation of B. fc W. No.3, about * 250 1 v 

Due to projection along strike f or -200'
t' f ' ' . . :

Due to change of dip with depth t or * 800* 

Total probable error in contours t660 to -150 ft. 

In addition, the depth of projected d rill holes is 

subjects to a further error due t.o the difference in el 

evation between the level of the lake and the collar 

of the hole. The maximum elevation on the sedimentary 

rooks is about 350 feet (estimated). This should be 

subtracted from the above figures, giving a total 

probable error of -300 to-600 feet. That Is to say, 

the depth of the Pre Huronian basement can be estimated 

within about four hundred feet either way, by using the 

contours drawn on the small map.

ECONOMIC OEOLOQY

Host of ;he scintillometer anomalies of tho Algoma- 

blind River district arc located along the i-shaped oontac- 

between the Huronian and Pre "uronian forn;r.tions, where also 

are all the major ore bodies so far discovered. However, the 

New Kelore property contains most of an anomaly which does 

not lie on the contact, it la larger than, and more Intense 

than that on the Pronto ore body, as outlined by Pronto's 

airborne aurvey, but it appears thut it may be due to the

mmmm
m
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effect of largo areaa of •ll^^itijr radt^otlve"

, exposed on dip slopes, combined with tKaf*ffa.ot
•' -.: -' -' '' ' •!-^:V,^!'''7' v""" i '. :V:'''': ; - 
the small oharp anomalies found by the ground •ointillo-

meter survey. .

The anomalous areas w e ro carefully examined on' the

ground with the aid of an Kleotronloa Associates Model 130' r-:"' ' * * ' "--•; i . .;; - '' -''',. "" - ''- "'. 
geiger counter, a Bensitive survey instrument. Two -.

prospootors *oro occupied with digging Seven treno^tes 

on five of the ei^ht anomalies, aa shown on the large map* 

Vhese trenches were carefully examined, enid three of 

them were mappe d in Lreat detail, with geiger counter 

readings at 2 ft. intervals. This examination showed a 

definite stratigraphic control, slightly modified by 

fractures in places. Any one bed gives relatively uniform 

counter reudin&a when traced across a trench. There are 

vuriationu alouto a beddin0 surface between freshly exposed 

rook In a trench and natural outcrop areas where the rook 

has beon exposed to the woatner since glacial times. 

There are aljo vurintlor.s adjacent to certain fractures, 

which appear to be simple unfilled joints. In aome cases 

higher valued occur alontl those fractures and in other 

cases the vuluua are lower, and the effect of one fracture 

may differ la different bods. All these observations 

indicate that the radioactive minerals are stratitraphio- 

ally distributed, out are sufficiently soluble to have
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been signifioantly leached'andrediatribute'd by ground- 
water. This is confirmed by the fact that the wati

' ' : y ',....'. ... .' - ••'•'•'-'. "V /-.^' : . ' : ' vv '^--' —;
first seeped into BOM* of the trenches from the aurrOundinjf 
areas was quire radioactive, giving geiger readings e a 

high as twice background. r 

the radioactive bods are in .some oases fin*/hralried' , ' '- *" -**^

siltstones or argillitea, in other cases siltstonos with 

scattered small sand grains, and in ,other, oasoa chloritic 

sandstone or subgraywacke of medium grain size* A few small 

specks of pyrite were observed in some of these, AH all 

cases the radioactive bedo are probably thin, ranging from 

about 8 inches at anomaly H o, IV to about 3 ft. ut anomalies 

Nos. V and VIII. The thickness may bo greater at anomalies 

I, III, and VII, where the whole thickness is not exposed, 

and at II and VI, where t lie radioactive bed was not found 

in place. At these t. ^ anomalies, which are on cliff sides, 

the radioactive beds are covered by talus and broken frag 

ments, aomo of which are radioactive.

Anomalies 11, IV, V und VIII are almost certainly 

on tiie same stratigraphic horizon. They are approximately 

on strike with each ot.hor when differences in elevation 

are taken into account, and all occur a short distance 

above the bottom of the greywacke members- whore a pink 

to white arkosic quartzite bed forms a murker horizon. 

At anomaly Wo. II this quartzite bed is about 15 ft. thick 

and contains a one foot bod of ^reywacko about 4 ft. from 

the top. The other anomalies (l, III, VI, and VII) do not 

appear to belorv to this stratigraphic horizon*

t r 7v.l
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fitj f is inpoaaible todetermine -whither •the^repreient|'ona.^','. ; -: -;:^ 

distinct horizon* In any case, they are hot far apart,
' " * " - ' ' ' ' ' .' * ' -' ' ' '

stratigraphioally. i ;

There are, then, at least two distinct horlsons on 

which radioactivity occurs at the surface on Mew Kelore 

ground. The radioactive bodies are probably lenses 

deposited by different streams emptying into a common 

basin at at leaat two times which were, for an unknown 

reason, particularly favorable for uranium deposition* 

During subsequent surface weathering tho radioactive 

minerals (presumably brannerite, a complex jronlun- 

tltanium oxide; and pitohblond, un oxide of uranium, 

which nro tUo n.aln radioactive minerals at Pronto) were 

partially leached and redistributed by t.roundwuter, 

perhaps aided by tho sulphuric acid generated by oxidation 

of tho small amount of pyrite observed in some of the 

radioactive rook.

Small apecimonta takon from the radioactive beds give 

only vory slightly anomalous golder readings, usually 

less than 20^ above background, whereas the actual outcrop 

from which the spucimena v,ore taker, may tjive readings up 

to fiftoon times background on u geiger counter and twenty 

tir.ea background on a ucintlllometor. Tijs effect must bo 

guarded uguinut in examining thw trbnchoo, outcrops, and 

drill core. It lo partly due to r.ho maau effect which is 

mainly cauat.-d by the umuller angle subtended at tho geiger

fa
4
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•fM: of radioactive emanations, chiefly
disintegration of uranium in the rooks* The anomalies oh 

'the Pronto ore are said to show similar features at surface, 

where high radioactivity is present, but chemical assays 

detect no uranium or thorium. Diamond drilling was required 

to find and sample the oro. On the assumption that this 

is the correct explanation at *"ew Kolore, drilling should 

be planned to reach the radioactive beds at least fifty feet 

below the outcrop. The radioactivity detected by a geiger 

in a drill core would ftlll not bo as intense as that from 

the outcrop, becauue uf the pass effect, but it would be 

easily detectable if the material la of ore grade, and 

chemical aoaaye would confirm the presence of uranium.

Tt is poauible that redistribution of urunlua by 

groundwater right havti formed secondary concentrations In 

Joints below the outcrop of the anomalous bod* fchort 

drill holoa under the anomaly, deep onough to pass below 

the leached xone, would detect such concentrations.

Large portions of the radioactive lunses nay be of 

low grade because of leaching. This is due to the fact 

that the lo* angle of the bedding and the sloping tur-face 

of tho tround are almoat parallel in the anomalous areas, 

und a large olopod distance we uld bo required to gain a 

a&mll depth below the our f ace. ''owever, this has its 

compensations, since any ore-tirade lenses that mi^ht be

v-V"••'•••••i
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found could bo explored by shallow workings and possibly 

mined by open-out methods. A topographic survey would 

allow prediction of all outcrop areas of the radioactive 

horizons and servo as a guide to further exploration. 

In addition, when combined with shallow drilling, an 

accurate knowledge of the topography would assist in 

calculating tonnages if mining grades proved to b e present 

in en y lenses on either of these upper horizons.

With regard to the possibility of ore at the base 

of the Mssissagi quartz it ea ; Ihe uranium bearing beds 

at this horizon are mostly lenses of conglomerate. J-t 

is not probable that one conglomerate lorise could extend 

from the Pronto n.ino ull the way to the Now Kolore property. 

However, lonset of a similar material outcrop along a 

large proportion of tho length of the outcrop of tho oon- 

glomern' - "na almost ull of thoue ara radioactive. The 

chances of finding ore t.rftde material ut this horizon 

under the New Koloro property are considered to bo good, 

although It will bo appreciated that economic nora ^rade 

must be higher for an oro body at depth than for ono at 

Bxirfaco ainco tho fining costa aro {-roatftr. ''"ho main con 

siderations in choosing a location for deep d rilling a^-e, 

to avoid ouddon changes In attitude:} of the) bedu, to select 

tho points nt which the basement lo aa shallo* o a posulblo, 

and to avoid plncoa where dlnhaao in^rucivHS intersoot the 

favorable horir.on. '^heae cone J derations limit the area 

for deep drilling to the southern and western part of the
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leaat three favorable horitons to explore; Two
i^'tf-Vf.'' ' i .v:- ' ;-- ' : ". '. " '. '. ' ' '.; ' ^"f . " '' . ^/••,''

! - ' ar* partially exposed at aurf aoe v*nd'-can be further tea tedmm* i'fea* coat ( and the third ia at some depth*but has a 

good chanoe of carrying good uranium oonoentrationa.
.. * ' -' '.' . , ' . 'p

RECOMMEI1DATIOM3

?o teat the value of the radioactive anonallea found 

by the scintillometer survey at leaat nine ahort holea 

should be drilled. Those have been spotted on the ground 

and are Indicated on tho enclosed nap. They were planned 

to intersect the radioactive horizons at as great a depth 

aa possible without going too far horizontally from the 

outcrop uiti to check the ground vertically below tho outcrop 

for poo^ibio secondary concentrations in joints, ^he 

inclined holes will cut the anomalous boda beforo passing 

under tho outcrop* Vertical hole i*o. 9 should bo drilled 

to about 400 ft. depth or ut least into the lower arkose 

members, in order to be certain that ail the greywacke has 

been penetrated. The cores o r the holus should bo checked 

inch by inch with Q sensitive counter and the holos them- 

selvos should bo surveyed with a drill hole counter. 

Because radiometric assays ara of no vuluo where there is 

any suspicion of leaching, any radioactive lengths should

•m
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be sent for chemical aaaay. If any

grade are found they should bo traced along atrike and
- - . ' ' , - . ' - - - A', - ' '.t . ,"- 't*' 1

dip by further short drill holoa, and an attempt should be 

made to discover if other lenses are present on these 

horizons. If interesting grades aro found in thia prelimin 

ary drilling it is recommended that the two or more shallow 

radioactive horizons be tested by short drill holes on a 

grid pattern with about 500 ft. spacing over a large area. 

In addition, a topographic survey is recommended. The 

results could be used to predict the outcropped positions 

of the horizons with fair accuracy after which detailed

scintillometer, surveys of these predicted positions could
l

locate the outcrop exactly, iiuoh a topographic survey could 

be done oithor with a barometric altimeter or with an 

ordinary lovel by traversing alon^ the picket linos.

Vhd next step would be to test oro grade lenses below 

the oxidation zone, 'i'hls could bo dono through adits 

started on tho cliff on the north ahoro of I.oko i-auzon 

in the vicinity of anomaly No. VI.

It is r e common dod that doep d rilling bo unJwrtakon 

to exploro the bottom of the Missiaaagi nuartzitoa in that 

portion of tho property south and west of tho intersection 

of the south contact o i' the diabase plug with the top of 

tho basement. *iho valley at the south end of linos 30 

to 39 y 50 is suggested as one possible site. The basement 

here should bo less than 2,200 ft. doop. If no rudioaotlve 

conglomerate lenses aro found In vertical holes, the holes

'•p.? l
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potentlal- |radlent method. sine* the ord l!-b*a^|nij^b^^iciir^ ^ 
invariably contain considerable pyrite, ^eleotrloaXv sUrVejr 
such aa this should be of great value In finding them.

" - Costa . " ^ '-' :-'\-.

Costs for the first portion of thla work would bel
Nine short drill holes,

total footage about 1,700 ft. |7,000.00

Two deep d rill holes,

Total about 4,000 ft. 30,000.00

Topographic survey 1,000.00

Koapeotfully submitted.

(signed) L. Wolofaky, M.So., 
Geologist

s*
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X"" ThQ New Kelore Mines limited, filing River Area property, consisting 

of twenty-eight-claims, was purchased by the Company on December i?th, 195U.

The claims were staked on June 29th, 1953, so that bj/June, 

two years of assessment work was due on the claims*

Upon purchasing the claims, the Company preceded to do exploration 

work as follows t-

mm, m^

(1) A very detailed scintillometer 
January and February,

irey was performed in

(2) A geological survey was ca/ried out between April 2?th 
and May 19th, 1955.

(3) Surface stripping and/^renching with sampling were 
performed between Apil 28th and May 23rd, 1955.

(li) Diamond drillinaXjas started on May 26th, 1955, and 
is still in progress as of today, February llith, 1956.

Between May 26thyand June 22nd, 1955, six drill holes were 

completed as follows:-

further five

3 holes tol&Ling 90k feet on claim SSM. 2
3 holes t/ftaling 1,000 ft. on claim SSM. 2h,885

1st, 1955, and up to February lith, 1956, a 

holes were completed, and a sixth is in progress, the

footages d/flle^ being as

hole! t 
3i holflto 
l vho]

feet on claim SSM. 25072
feet on claim S?H. 2U8BO
eet on claim SSM. 21^86
'eet on claim SSM. 25101

feet on claim SSH. 2li88h
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Thia represents an equivalent of b,527 assessment work days* 

and together with the assessment work credit already recognized by the : 

Department consisting of 1*3 days trenching and other surface work, and 

189 days of geological work, a total backlog of h,759 assessment work 

days has now been accumulated.

It also represents an average of 170 days of assessment work 

per claim on each of the 28 claims owned by the Company, and is approaching 

the total requirements for patenting claims. At the present moment, the 

Company has a contract for a further 2,200 feet, on completion of which 

the total requirements of 200 assessment days will be fulfilled and 

exceeded and the claims ready for patent.

On June 22nd, 1955, Mr. T. Koulomzine, Consulting Engineer of 

the Company, acting on behalf of New Kelore Mines Limited, forwarded 

to the Mining Recorder in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, twenty-eight 

Reports of Work, declaring a total of 2,311 days of assessment work, 

sufficient to cover the requirements of the law for two years, at 

LO working days per claim. The reports were filed Just a few days 

before the expiration of the claims, to use as much diamond drilling 

credit as possible. The reports were filed in good faith and complied 

as closely as possible with laws and regulations. Actually, Mr, 

Koulomzine used as guidance, a copy of the"Mining Act" printed in 

November, 195b, the latest issue in his possession at the time.

As is customary and permitted by the Act, the claims were 

grouped, distributing diamond drilling for assessment work purposes. 

Because the diamond drilling done at the time was barely sufficient to 

cover the requirements, the claims on which the drilling was actually
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done were assigned less credit in view of the fact that surf'ace^, geological)j'
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and geophysical work had been done on them. A table, sunroariaing^th^i*;' Vi ;?
" '' ' ' . .. V -';V- : : ^;.:y!?a^^:j'-i 

assessment work declarations as first submitted, is herewith attached;

In a letter dated August 22nd, 195^ Mr. J.F. Mcparland, Chief, 

Mining Lands Branch, advised the Company that a maximum credit for radio 

metric surveys acceptable is of one man day per claim, but that line cutting 

used for both geological mapping and the survey could be included in the 

submission of geological work.

Revised applications on Form lb were prepared and resubmitted 

to the Sault Ste* Marie Mining Recorder who returned them, and the 

Company was instructed to proceed in the following mannert-

(a) Obtain abstracts from the Mining Recorder determining 
that certain claijns were actually in default.

(b) Obtain a Court Order to permit retroactive filing of 
work on .the claims showing deficit*

(c) Proceed with filing of the new drilling to fill in the 
deficit.

The Court Order applied for by New Kelore Mines Limited, in a 

letter of December 30th, 1955, and obtained on January 0th, 1956, was 

requested exclusively to enable the Company to file some diamond drilling 

done after June 29th, 1955, in order to fulfill the deficiency in assessment 

work created through the reduction resulting of the possible acceptance 

of only one man day per claim for the radiometric survey,

Meanwhile, a lengthy correspondence progressed between Mr, J. F. 

McFferland, Chief, Mining Lands Branch of the Department, and T. Koulomzine, 

regarding the breakdown of working days of men employed at the property for 

lire cutting, scintillometer surveying, and geological mapping. As a result 

of this correspondence, the Court inserted into the Order, a restrictive
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conditional clause which reads as followst- ^

"I order that upon filing the order herein and paying the fee 

therefor) the interest of the holder in the said Mining Claims be reliev
ed

i ' .

against forfeiture and the tine for performance of deficiency of work
 and 

filing due proof thereof be extended until the 29th of June, A.r., 19
06; 

subject, however, to the geological and geophysical work filed on the
 

2l*th day of June, 1955, being approved by the Honourable, the Ministe
r of 

Mines, on or before the 31st day of January, A.D., 1956."

Information requested by J. F. MeFerland was supplied by T. 

Koulorazine in three letters dated September 28th, 1955, November 18th
, 

1955i and January llith, 1956.

Information supplied with the last of these letters completed 

every requirement and request formulated by the Department, and on 

January 25th, 1956, 2? work days of geological work were approved on 
each 

of the following claims :-

SSH. 2U,8BO - 01

SSM. 2h,883 - 86 inclusive.

SSM. 25,072

The following mention was enclosed, however, on the acceptance 

letter of January 25th, 1956.

"No credit on SSM. 25,386 as not sufficiently covered. 

Geological credit increased air* no geophysical credit allowed as work 

is actually radiometric."

Furthermore, in a letter dated February 1st, addressed to Mr. 

T. Koulomzine, Mr. J. F. McFarland states?

"I doubt that Mr. Jodouin will be able to record the drilling
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as I assume that the claims are in default* The current extension was 

dependent on the geological and geophysical work being confirmed by 

January 31et, As the alleged geophysical report actually covered a 

radiometric survey, which is not considered to be geophysical.within 

the meaning of the Mining Act, the geophysical work was cancelled."

Meanwhile, prior to receiving the above letter and not having 

been advised of the January 20th decision, T. Koulomzine proceeded to 

file on January 2l|th part of the drilling with the Sault Ste. Marie 

Mining Recorder. This filing was not immediately accepted by the Recorder, 

who asked for additional data on claims SSM. 2b,885,J 2b,886j 26,880-8lj 

2U,883 6 2l4,881i, and 25,0?2, end refused to accept the work for claim 

SSM. 20,386, because the jeolo^ical and geophysical work was not accepted 

for this claim,

A new Court Order permitting filing of the deficientrork 

without the restrictive conditional clause of the January 5th order was 

requested by New Kelore on January 2?th and February 3rd, 1956, and was 

refused on February 9th by the Court.

Sunmarlr.inrr the reasons for the present forfeiture of the claims, 

we see that it was cousedj-

(1) By the fact that T. Koulomzine, the New Kelore Engineer, 
in filing the original reports of work on June 23rd, 1955* 
claimed a total of 288 days for geophysical work whereas 
the new regulations, printed only the same June of 1955* 
permitted four days per claim for radiometric surveys, 
and actually, none wero allowed in the New Kelore case 
because of an interpretation of the Mining Act by Mr. 
J. F. Mcparland, who ruled that radiometric surveys were 
not to be considered as geophysical surveys.

w:i m
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We wish to represent here that had Mr. Koulomzine been aware 

of the latest regulations, he could have redistributed the available 

drilling done in a manner to cover the requirements on all but one or 

two claims, which would have been allowed to lapse.

It is true that the copy of the Mining Act of November, 195U* 

which Mr. T. Koulomzine had in his possession, did not specifically recognize 

scintillometer work as an acceptable geophysical method* The Ontario 

Department of Mines, however, had recently contracted and published the 

results of airborne scintillometer surveys over ths Blind River area. 

It was somewhat natural for Mr. T, Koulomzine to assume, therefore, that 

the scintillometer method of geophysical prospecting would be recognized 

for assessment work purposes if the Government itself spends public 

money to apply it.

Furthermore, in the summer of 195U, Mr. Koulomzine had an occasion 

to examino in the public files of the Department of Minos, certain 

scintillometer survey results which were filed by another company, and 

became available to public examination through their acceptance as 

assessment work. He therefore could assume that scintillometer surveys 

are being accepted as assessment work, even though they were not 

specifically mentioned in the Act as it was known up to November, 195lu

(2) The second cause of forfeiture can be found in the 

restrictive conditional clause inserted in the Court Order of January 

5th, 1956. We respectfully submit that this clause was not requested 

by the Company, and therefore was presumably included in the Order as 

a result of the representation of the Department,
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(a) We wish to further represent that if such was the case, 

and the Department's decision was not to allow any geophysical work 

because it was radiometric and therefore did not fall in one of the 

recognized geophysical sections, then the worjt geophysical should not
-^

have been used in the Order.

(b) However, as the clause was inserted, we respectfully 

represent that the January 25th, 1956, Departmental decision, accepting 

the geological work, should have accepted at least the minimum allowable 

one man day per claim for the scintillometer survey, specifying it to be 

a geophysical survey accepted as part of the geological work submitted.

(3) We feel that under the circumstances of the case, the 

second application to the Court, made on January 27th and February 3rd, 

should have been granted ast-

(a) The drilling applied for in June, 1955, and the geological 

work finally accepted as of January 25th, 3956, covered most of the 

requirements of assessment work, the deficiencies for the year ending 

June 29th, 1955, presently standing as follows:-

Claim SSM. 2k,880 
SSM. 2ii,88l 
SSM. 2!i,8B3 
SSM. 2l4,fl8l4 
SSK. 21*,886 
S:5M. 2^,072 
SSM. 25,386

- 13 days
- 13 days
- 13 days
- 8 days
- 30 days
- 13 days
- 3? days

In other words, the deficiencies are of loss than one year 

requirements, and it is the usual practice of the Court to grant 

extension for one year without any restrictive conditional clauses* 

Furthermore, it is herewith represented that the Company at the present 

moment has on theso claims a backlog of 2,623 undeclared working days in
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working days can be declared within a week, as soon as and provided the 

Court permits now such a declaration* . 

(b) The restrictive conditional clause of the January 5th
f

Court Order could be considered as fulfilleo, because first of all the 

matter of geological and geophysical work in suspense has been disposed 

of by January 25th, with the geological work accepted with a substantially 

higher credit of assessment work than originally claimed in the reports 

of work submitted in June, 1955* and secondly, the geophysical work, 

although not allowed because of a technical interpretation of the law, 

has been admitted or having been performed, and all the requests of the 

Department concerning the breakdown of time worked by the Staff of 

Koulomzine, Geoffroy fr Co. having been accepted.

New Kelore Mines Limited has spent to date over 520,000,00 

on the exploration of its claims in Blind River and now stands to lose 

part of its claims and a substantial part of the accumulated credit of 

assessment work as a result of

(a) The misinterpretation of the laws and regulations by its 

Engineer, Mr. ^. Koulomzino, at the time the first submission of 

assessment work was done in June, 1955.

(b) The insertion of a restrictive conditional clause in the 

Court Order of January 5th, 1956.

(c) The interpretation of the Mining Act made by Mr. J. F. 

MeFarland in his decision of January 25th, 1956, to the effect that the 

scintillometer survey done cannot be accepted as a geophysical survey.

i:
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Die New Kelore Mines Limited hereby respectfully request that 

the case be restudied by the Department of Mines and/or the Mining 

Court) and that legal means be found permitting it to file part of 

the accumulated assessment work credit 6f 2^623 days to fill the 

deficiency of 12? days which now bxists for the year ending June 2?th, 

1955, and which constitutes but a 5.7# deficiency of the total assessment 

work requirements as they stood as of June 29th, 195#.

The Mining Act, as published in June, 1955, pag  (vi)i states i-

" It is intended, as far as possible, to protect the honest 

prospector, who complies substantially and to the best of his ability 

with the requirements of the Act, from being defeated of any Just claim 

by a technicality . . . . . "

We feel that New Kolore Mines Limited representatives have 

acted in good faith throughout their dealings with the Department 

regulations, and that the Company is an honest prospector which has 

spent and is spending substantial sums to develop itti properties. 

Ve therefore hope that its requests will be granted, and that through 

11 techr;icalities " it will not stand to lose its substantial investments.

Photostatic copies of thft correspondence are herewith attached,

Respectfully submitted, 

NEW KEJ/JRK MINSS LIMITED

per
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t quartzite

Predominantly gray to green, fine to medium groined 
greywacke, argillite, quartzite, arkose

Predominantly white to bufft medium grained 
arkose, quartzite, greywacke

Bedding , inclined
Quartz vein or vefalets t inclined, vertical

Radioactive anomaly (scintillometer survey) 

Limit of very weak radioactive zone

Area of abundant rock outcrop 
Stream

Steep slope

Trench

Proposed shallow drill hole

Picket line
Claim line

N
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SCALE l Inch equals 200 feet
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY of PART of the PROPERTY of

NEW KELORE MINES LIMITED
Striker Township, Ontario , 

by L.Wolofsky for

KOULOMZINE , GEOFFROY S CO.

May, 1955
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